Koss, Hammersley, Schulze, Cantwell, Quade 'Tapped'

Two Underclass Groups Admitted Under New Plan

Name Varsity, Class Teams

Feminine Athletes

Cited for Baseball, Swimming and Tennis

The girls who have been selected as varsity and class members of the swimming and tennis teams have been announced.

Varsity teams have been named as follows:

Virginia Bergquist, Shirley Roseburg, Betty Neidhammer, Gloria Gieringsh, Marilyn Hersey, Jane Barrett, Betty Conway, Joan Large, lancke Decker, Richard Quinn, Alison Reimer, Jean Van Hecke, David Ashley, Betty Wood, Mary Wood, Joan Green, Muriel Miller, Mrs. Robert R. Beiler, Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Maesch, Mr. and Mrs. James Primley, The Reverend C. C. Reichardt, Algernon Moncrieff; Robert Herold, Lane; Shirley Schuyler, Betty Echols, Mrs. Mitchell, Dorothy Hengel and Kay Warren. These names have been placed on the entry list and will be moved into the entrance late.

Talks at Neenah
LaVahn Maesch, professor of oratory, recently gave two talks on the topic, "For the Honor and Grammar," at the A. U. W. H. He also spoke on "The City of the Plague."

Class teams are: seniors—Pat Wheeler, Mary Wood, Joan Green, Muriel Miller, Mrs. Robert R. Beiler, Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Maesch, Mr. and Mrs. James Primley, The Reverend C. C. Reichardt, Algernon Moncrieff; Robert Herold, Lane; Shirley Schuyler, Betty Echols, Mrs. Mitchell, Dorothy Hengel and Kay Warren. These names have been placed on the entry list and will be moved into the entrance late.

The Importance of Being Earnest

To be Presented June 1 in Chapel

Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest" will be presented by Bennett, under the direction of G. F. L. and T. L. in the chapel. This play, with its setting in the "mid-Victorian," is generally considered to be the greatest British comedy of the 19th century. The cast and crew have labored long and hard to bring this memorable production to the stage. The play will be presented at 8 p.m. on June 1.

V-12 Bond Presents

Concert Tuesday

A concert by the band of the Lawrence college V-12 unit will be given on Tuesday, June 5, in the Alexander gymnasium. The band, which has been training for the occasion, is the nucleus of the naval training unit which started June 9.
DRESS REHEARSAL—Tonight is the night after week's of Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest." Thursday night at the final dress rehearsal, this picture was saved to the living rooms of Ellen Jane Smith as Miss Prism, Marilyn Chairman as Cecily Cardew, and Jim Prisley as the Rev. Canon Chasuble.

Tranquility Is Theme of Major Play Rehearsal

"Prison... Where is that baby?"

"Vince, look at your feet and stop talking." "Well sir, I'm trying to find my basic voice; you remember when we are in the middle of an international turmoil it is always difficult to see it in its true light. But until it is..."

"Now then, have you recognized the condition, we must look for a way out. This is by far the more difficult task. Here is where we must find the method whereby all must sacrifice much for the welfare of the whole. Human is an emotional being. The countries are fighting each other. The countries are all fighting each other. This situation seems almost..."

"As soon as Grafman has finished propaganda work they are to propagandize prospective students to going to Law School. And what makes the whole situation seem almost like that of individual human beings. The countries are fighting each other. There are many ways (according to Mr. Grafman) to induce a lad to join the army. Such as putting to him the spectre of the spectre behind them. The secretary slaps a gag in her mouth as she falls. The jack-handle. The secretary says "In..."

"I really think. Earnest... I mean. Please..."

"The time: 8:00. Place: Valparaiso. Character: Billy. Scene: 8-12 unit at the Layton School of Art."

"If what I do have to get to the place?" asks Conservatoire incoherently. "South door of Mr. Robert's upward-coming Economic students."

"How do you mean?"

"The time: 8:00. Place: Valparaiso. Character: Billy. Scene: 8-12 unit at the Layton School of Art."

"Your Chapter and Mine

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

"In spite of the considerable weather Wednesday, the Theta tea gave for the Winter season a very great success. Although it was cold and rainy, the tea was well-attended and a great number of guests were served instead of cake with the tea. The musical numbers that were sung included a song to Lyr Sleepy and her committee for making a cheerful effort."

"Tuesday afternoon the Theta Alpha Alpha chapter organized the graduating and non-grading seniors with a small tea held at the center of the room. There was plenty of food and everyone had a good time."}

"Although it was cold and rainy, the tea was well-attended and a great number of guests were served instead of cake with the tea. The musical numbers that were sung included a song to Lyr Sleepy and her committee for making a cheerful effort."

"Tuesday afternoon the Theta Alpha Alpha chapter organized the graduating and non-grading seniors with a small tea held at the center of the room. There was plenty of food and everyone had a good time."

"At the time of Germany's surrender, the organization of the United Nations was stronger than ever. Now, only three weeks later, problems are arising that threaten to turn this former solution into a new one. Now that the storm has been reviewed, the nations and the individual citizens of those nations are facing each at exactly and are seeing that it is the regular solution for the whole problem."

"How, then, can we hope to overcome this crisis? First, by recognizing the situation, and making up our minds to face it squarely."

"In the room of the office, concrete door leading into it is barred. As soon as Grafman has finished propaganda work they are to propagandize prospective students to going to Law School."

"If what I do have to get to the place?" asks Conservatoire incoherently. "South door of Mr. Robert's upward-coming Economic students."

"The time: 8:00. Place: Valparaiso. Character: Billy. Scene: 8-12 unit at the Layton School of Art."

"Your Chapter and Mine

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

"In spite of the considerable weather Wednesday, the Theta tea gave for the Winter season a very great success. Although it was cold and rainy, the tea was well-attended and a great number of guests were served instead of cake with the tea. The musical numbers that were sung included a song to Lyr Sleepy and her committee for making a cheerful effort."

"Tuesday afternoon the Theta Alpha Alpha chapter organized the graduating and non-grading seniors with a small tea held at the center of the room. There was plenty of food and everyone had a good time."
After last week's column it was hard to decide whether or not the reviewer should come back at all or whether he should turn the job over to GG Xibons for good. However an offer from the New York Times to write honor for them took GG from one of his current working for that paper.

Those boys who participated in the Little Club Relays and won for Notre Dame found the race too tough and Minnesota. It was too tough, that is all but Donnie John Larsen. Big John as he is known in the Phi Delta house had little trouble in walking off with his favorite event. He broke the existing state record in the B. T. U. throw with a toss of better than 300 ft.

Four other records went by the boards besides Lawrence's heave. In the class A meet Little Blackbuck and the championship Milwaukee Washington set a new low in the 200 yard low hurdles when they chimed over the boards in 22.1 sec. The former record was 22.1. The only other class A record to be broken was the half mile relay which was run in 1:32.4 sec. The winning team was Madison West which finished first.

In the class B meet Whitewater Bay and Port Washington tied for the championship with 31 points apiece. Jim Arnold of Neenah ran the half mile in 1:55.2 and Robert W. Scott of Appleton East had the first place. The B record to be shattered was the eight year old school record set by Dick McHolland who was killed recently in the marine invasion of Iwo Jima. The record smoker was Pat Flanagan, Kaukauna high school's young giant. He lowered the iron ball 49.1 lb.

In settling the issue of who has the better track men, Illinois or Wisconsin (Chico, Bill Davis) you can check the times and marks of both state men.

Because of the interference in the social program caused by the inter-school schedule it was decided upon by the acting captains and managers to cancel the remainder of the games. The Phi Deltas and the Sig Eps were in a two way tie for the lead with the Phi Taus and Delts in second place and the Betas and the non-frat men bringing up the rear. Because of the fraternities' schedule it was decided upon by the acting captains and managers to cancel the remainder of the games. The Phi Deltas and the Sig Eps were in a two way tie for the lead with the Phi Taus and Delts in second place and the Betas and the non-frat men bringing up the rear.

With the appearance of June the major league teams are beginning to show their true form. Every year there is always some team that gets off to a fast start but which also cools off toward the season's end. This year the Chicago White Sox were this type of team and for several weeks they led the American League. Now they are in the middle of the series for the first time and are showing signs of cracking. They lost four straight to the Yankees and then lost three in a row by Boston. In the National League the Giants continue to lead and are showing no signs of slowing up. Many thought that when the Giants got out of the east the season would begin to cool off. Larry Bish and the regular writer should come back at all or whether he should turn the job in 32.4 sec. The winning team was Madison West which finished first.

In the class B meet Whitewater Bay and Port Washington tied for the championship with 31 points apiece. Jim Arnold of Neenah ran the half mile in 1:55.2 and Robert W. Scott of Appleton East had the first place. The B record to be shattered was the eight year old school record set by Dick McHolland who was killed recently in the marine invasion of Iwo Jima. The record smoker was Pat Flanagan, Kaukauna high school's young giant. He lowered the iron ball 49.1 lb.

In settling the issue of who has the better track men, Illinois or Wisconsin (Chico, Bill Davis) you can check the times and marks of both state men.

Because of the interference in the social program caused by the inter-school schedule it was decided upon by the acting captains and managers to cancel the remainder of the games. The Phi Deltas and the Sig Eps were in a two way tie for the lead with the Phi Taus and Delts in second place and the Betas and the non-frat men bringing up the rear. Because of the fraternities' schedule it was decided upon by the acting captains and managers to cancel the remainder of the games. The Phi Deltas and the Sig Eps were in a two way tie for the lead with the Phi Taus and Delts in second place and the Betas and the non-frat men bringing up the rear.
New Members of Mortar Board

Beverly Quade
Alice Cantwell
Beth Schulze
Doris Koss
Mary Ann Hammersley

Senior Recital to Be Presented by Schiellerup

A piano recital from the studio of Gladys Brainard will be presented at 8:15 o'clock Tuesday evening, June 5, in Peabody Hall, when Lorayne Schiellerup, pianist, will be heard in her senior recital. Miss Schiellerup will be assisted by Beth Schulze, soprano, from the studio of Carl J. Waterman. The program is as follows:

Sonatina in G major Scarlatti
Passapied I and II—English Suite in E minor Bach
Intermezzo in C major Brahms
Lorayne Schiellerup
Bergerettes Wckerlin
O Ma Tendre Musette
Que Ne Suis-je La Fougere
Chantons Les Amours De Jean Maman, Dites-Moi
Lisetto
Beth Schulze
Preludes 4, 7, 20 Chopin
Etude Mignon Schutt
Bornante La Forge
Lorayne Schiellerup
Woah Sleeps the Crimson Petal Quilter
O Lovely Rose Quilter
ephed Play a Little Air Stickles
loths of Heaven Dunhill
i'm Wearing Away Foote
The Mermaid Haydn
Beth Schulze
nuet Ravel
igadon Ravel
anse Americaine Dent Mowrey
Lorayne Schiellerup
Accompanist: Harold Green

Maesch Studio to Give Organ Recital Monday Evening

An organ recital is to be given by the studio of LaVahn Maesch at 8 o'clock, Monday evening, June 4, in Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The program is as follows:

Choral Preludes: J. S. Bach
1st Movement. Lord Jesus Christ To God we render thanks and praise
Myrna Steffen
Liturgical Prelude George Oldroyd
Rowene Gabriel
Suite in Miniature Eric Dolamore
Prelude
Adagietto
March
Myrna Steffen
Imaginary Folk Song Harry Banks
Jean Kwapil
Redset Garth Edmundson
Rosemary Hallsorsen
Priers Felix Borowski
Intermezzo Callacris
Festival Toccata Percy Fletcher
Phyllis Blair
Dr. Wm. B. Keller
Dr. L. H. Keller
Optometrists
Modern Eye Examination
Glasses Fitted
Prompt Laboratory Service
201 W. College Ave.
PHONE 2415

A Good Summer JOB for Students* and Teachers

HELP MAKE ROCKET POWDER
At BADGER ORDINANCE WORKS
U. S. Army Owned Plant
NEAR BARABOO, WISCONSIN

Wisconsin's No. 1 War Work...

- Dormitories
- Family Living Units
- Cafeterias
- 24 Hour Nursery
- Clean, Easy Work
- Experience Unnecessary
- Free Transportation for Initial Employment
- In Wisconsin Dells Vacationland
- Medical Care Program
- Good Wages

See Your Nearest U. S. E. S. Office
or Write BADGER ORDINANCE WORKS
BARABOO, WISCONSIN

* Over 18 years of age.

A Thought Like Music Brahms
The First Princess Chopin
Mimi's Song from "La Boheme" Puccini
Winogene Kellom
Chopin
Chopin
Winogene Kellom
Walton 1, 2, 4, 6
E. fringe
The Last Gilk-Bakowski
Hans Rosendale
Accompanist: Harold Green